The Rockefeller Foundation’s LockStep Scenario
Ten years ago, the Rockefeller Foundation published the autocratic LockStep Scenario,
and that very scenario became a reality in 2020. The LockStep document described a
scenario in which a pandemic would lead to autocratic forms of government with full
surveillance and control of citizens. The most recent initiative in this regard is the
creation of a biometric ID company named TrustStamp and starting initiatives like the ID
2020.
Ten years ago, various assumptions were made in the LockStep Scenario; here
are a few most vital assumptions that match the “pandemic” we are in right now:
• A virus pandemic with high contagion and high mortality
• The failure of the non-authoritarian response of the government
• The approach of the Chinese authoritarian works much better forcing other
countries to emulate the Chinese government
• Shocked and scared the public to welcome more surveillance and control
• Biometric ID gets a boost.
Other than the various predictions made 10 years ago, the Rockefeller
Foundation has started to work on ID 2020, an initiative to get every world citizen a
biometric identity by 2030. Its partners are Microsoft, GAVI, which is the immunization
alliance, and Accenture, which is recently working on a traveller digital identity project.
Currently, a biometric digital identity platform that “evolves just as you evolve” is
set to be introduced in low income, remote communities in West Africa thanks to the
partnership between the GAVI vaccine alliance, Mastercard and Trust Stamp. Trust
stamp’s digital identity platform will be integrated into the GAVI-Mastercard and
transform the MasterCard into a “Wellness Pass,” a digital vaccination record and
identity system that is powered by AI and machine learning technology called NuDate.
The coronavirus pandemic might be seen as a deadly virus in the eyes of the public, but
it gave the companies and the government an excuse and reason to start to implement
these “useful” and “necessary” technologies to track and control us all. Because of the
desperate timing and situation, more and more citizens are supportive and willing to
accept the concept of control in an attempt to keep us all “safe.” Additionally, the
Rockefeller Foundation’s Lockstep scenario predicted that the Chinese government
would implement a digital track and health record that is required for citizens to have to
enter buildings, parks, workspaces and public spaces in general. The tracking system
worked and prevented the spread of the coronavirus perfectly in the past few months
and is now receiving attention from western countries. This will become another
subterfuge designed to impose the “wellness pass and digital identity” that authorities
will refer to in the next few months.
The fear of the public is caused by the biggest misdirection of authorities stating
that the virus is more deadly than the annual flu, when in fact, the virus is quite similar to
a flu and is under control now. It is important for citizens to do their own research, turn
off the television and delete the “News” application on your phones because they are
only tools of propaganda.

